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Abstract: Various anonymization techniques have been proposed for publishing a microdata. Anonymization techniques hide the
sensitive data from the attackers. Examples of these techniques are slicing, bucketization and generalization. Generalization hides
sensitive data but it loses lot of data. Bucketization make the difficult to detect sensitive attribute by randomizing sensitive attribute but it
does not prevent relation between them. Slicing is better technique amongst all remaining technique because it cannot lose information
and it is used for maintain the relation between attributes. In case of slicing, equal-width discretization is used to convert continuous
attribute into categorical attribute. Equal-width discretization has very time consuming technique. To solve this problem we propose
cluster based attribute slicing algorithm. Proposed technique does not take more to sort a data.
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1. Introduction
Data mining is a technique of finding or collecting useful
and meaningful information from huge amount of database.
Data collection is task in which data holder collects the data
from data owners. Data publishing is the task in which
releasing data for any user to use publicly which is collected
by data holders. Privacy preservation is process in which
private information is protected from attackers. Microdata is
records which gives the information about on individual
entity. Attributes are uniquely recognizing an entity known
as identifier (ID). Attributes taken together, they recognize
an entity known as Quesi-identifiers (QI). Attributes are
unknown to attackers known as Sensitive attribute (SA).
Table shows the microdata table. Generalization [1, 3, 5, 8]
and bucketization [2, 4, 6, 7] are two anonymization
techniques.
Table 1: Microdata Table
ID
Name
Ajay
Vijay
Raj
Rani
Rahul

Age
25
36
52
54
68

QI
Sex
F
F
F
M
M

Zipcode
416306
416305
416305
416002
416002

SA
Salary
35000
35000
20000
35000
25000

2. Slicing Algorithm
Slicing algorithm [10] divides attributes both horizontally
and vertically. First vertical partition is done after that
horizontal partition is performed. Slicing algorithm [9] first
partitions attributes into columns that means vertical
partition. Each column contains a subset of attributes. Slicing
also partition tuples into buckets that means horizontal
partition. Each bucket contains a subset of tuples. Slicing
algorithm contains two phases: Attribute partition, and tuple
partition.
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1) Attribute Partitioning
In this phase, highly correlated attributes are grouped
together into one column. Attribute partitioning also contains
three steps:
A. Equal-width partitioning
Attributes are two types’ categorical and continuous
attributes. So, in this step continuous attributes are converted
into categorical attributes. In equal –width, first divides the
range into N intervals of equal size: uniform grid if A and B
are the lowest and highest values of the attribute, the width
of intervals will be: W = (B-A)/N.
B. Measures of Correlation
In this step, we calculate the relation between two attributes.
To calculate relation between attributes mean-square
contingency coefficient formula is used.
and
with domains { , ,
Let two attributes
} and { ,
, …..
} respectively. There
…..
and . The mean-square contingency
domain sizes are
and
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coefficient between
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,
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C. Attribute Clustering
In this step, k-medoid clustering algorithm is used to
partition attributes into columns and is as follows:
 Initialize: select randomly any k of the n data points as the
medoids.
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 Associate each data point to the closest medoid. ("Closest"
here is defined using Euclidean distance.)
 For each medoid m
 For each non-medoid data point p
 Swap m and p and compute the total cost of the
configuration
 Choose the configuration with the minimum value cost.
 Repeat 2-4 steps until there is no change in the medoid.
2) Tuple Partitioning
In this step, tuples are divided into buckets. Following is the
algorithm for tuple-partitioning.
Algorithm tuple-partition (T, l)
a) P ={T}; SB=
b) while P is not empty.
 Remove first bucket B from P;P=P-{B}.
 Split B into two buckets
and
 if diversity-check(T,P Ụ { ,
Ụ SB, l)
 P=P Ụ { , .
 else SB=SB Ụ {B}.
 return SB.
In above algorithm, P is a queue of buckets and SB is a
sliced buckets. Also in this algorithm l-diversity is check.

3. Cluster Based Attribute Slicing Algorithm
In existing system, equal-width discretization is used so it
cannot handle skew data properly. So to solve this problem
we proposed a new algorithm. In proposed method, we use
the cluster based attribute algorithm for convert the
continuous attribute into categorical attribute. The algorithm
shows the follows:
) and the
Input: Vector of real valued data a = ( , …
number of clusters to be determined k.
Goal: To find a partition of the data in k distinct clusters.
Output: The set of cut points , ,..., with < <...<
that defines the discretization of the adom(A).
Algorithm
 Compute amax = max{a1,a2,...,an} and amin =
min{a1,a2,...,an}.
 Choose the centers as the first k distinct values of the
attribute A.
 Arrange them in increasing order i. e. such that C[1] <
C[2] < … < C[k].
 Define boundary points b0 = amin , bj =(C[j] +C[j+1])/2 for
j=1 to k-1, bk = amax
 Find the closest cluster to ai .
 Recompute the centers of the clusters as the average of the
values in each cluster.
 Find the closest cluster to ai from the possible clusters {j1, j, j+1}.
 Determination of the cut points
o t0 = amin
o for i = 1 to k-1
o do
o ti = (C[i] +C[i+1])/2
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o endfor
o tk = amax
After this next step is apply the formula of measures of
correlation and attribute clustering. And finally apply the
attribute partition algorithm same in slicing algorithm.

4. Dataset
For our proposed system we use the Adult dataset which is
available UC Irvine machine learning repository. It conations
total 11858 tuples and 15 attributes. Table 2shows the
attributes of adult dataset.
Table 2: Adult dataset attribute
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Attribute
Age
Work-class
Final-weight
Sex
Capital-gain
Capital-loss
Hours/week
Country
Salary
Education
Education-Num
Marital-Status
Occupation
Relationship
Race

Types
Continuous
Categorical
Continuous
Categorical
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Continuous
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical
Categorical

5. Results
Figure 1 and figure 2 shows the Comparison between
various anonymization techniques and Comparison between
slicing and cluster based attribute slicing algorithm
respectively.

Figure 1: Comparison between various anonymization
techniques
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Figure 2: Comparison between slicing and cluster based
attribute slicing algorithm

6. Conclusion
This proposed system developed a new technique for privacy
preservation. This proposed algorithm means cluster based
attribute slicing algorithm is better than slicing algorithm. It
gives the more effective result than slicing algorithm. Also it
takes less time to convert continuous attribute to categorical
attribute. In cluster based attribute slicing skew data is
handling properly.
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